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It’s not easy being a small market team in Major League Baseball. It requires extra diligence
through every decision, as one wrong move could hamstring the franchise for years to come ( c
oughTRAVISHAFNERcough
). It also means that a team like the Cleveland Indians needs to be more creative than their
competitors when it comes to getting the most bang for their buck. In other words, it’s imperative
that the Indians devise some creative solutions for holes in the roster as opposed to simply
spending their way out of trouble.

      

When it comes to creative roster construction, the team that first comes to mind is the Oakland
Athletics. There are a lot of examples of the A’s using their limited resources in creative ways,
but the one tactic the A’s employed last season that the Indians can use for their own benefit in
2014 is the straight platoon, a tactic the A’s used last season to near perfection.

  

Brandon Moss  is a flawed player; he struggles mightily against left-handed pitching. But
despite being a flawed player, Moss still has a very valuable skill; he can absolutely crush
right-handed pitching.

  

Nate Freiman  is also a flawed player; he struggles mightily against right-handed pitching. But
despite being a flawed player, Freiman still has a very valuable skill; he can absolutely crush
left-handed pitching (Also, after typing his name a couple times, I will never forget it’s spelled
Freiman and not Frieman).

  

Put those two together, and now you have one of the most productive first basemen  in all of
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http://hardballtalk.nbcsports.com/2011/09/30/travis-hafner-and-13-million-salary-remain-in-indians-plans/
http://hardballtalk.nbcsports.com/2011/09/30/travis-hafner-and-13-million-salary-remain-in-indians-plans/
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/m/mossbr01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/f/freimna01.shtml
http://www.rantsports.com/mlb/2013/07/10/nate-freiman-and-brandon-moss-are-providing-oakland-athletics-with-best-platoon-in-mlb/
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baseball. Not only that, but you have one of the most productive first basemen in all of baseball
at a fracti
on of the cost
of the higher end options.

  

Lonnie Chisenhall is a player cut from the same cloth as Brandon Moss; even going back to the
minor leagues, the dude just hasn’t been able to hit lefties . And that’s okay. Chisenhall is still a
left-handed hitter that can hit for power against righties. That has value.

  

In a perfect world, the Tribe could just pencil Chisenhall’s name in the lineup card for 150
games and let him figure out how to hit lefties over a full season of at-bats. But right now, the
Indians don’t have that luxury; they can’t afford to go through another 162 games receiving a
sub-.300 OBP from their third basemen. If the Indians plan on contending in 2014, which I
assume they do, they can’t give Lonnie Chisenhall a full season to see if he can somehow
figure out how to hit lefties.

  

I’m sure this sentiment is just as disappointing to Indians’ management as it is to fans. We’ve
been hearing for years now that Lonnie Chisenhall is going to be the next big thing  in
Cleveland. He’s still just 25 years old, so he could very well still discover the ability to hit lefties.
But for now, the Indians need to put the notion of Lonnie Chisenhall being the every-day third
baseman to rest, and they need to put him in the best position to succeed.

  

Now, to be fair, the Indians did make an effort to limit Chisenhall’s at-bats against lefties; he
logged just 39 plate appearances against them in 2013. The issue was that the Indians had no
one to man the other side of the platoon. After the Indians put the kibosh on the Mark Reynolds
experience, the only other option they had at third base was Mike Aviles, and despite being a
right-handed hitter, he too struggled with lefties, hitting .232/.269/.335 against them in 2013.
Ryan Raburn would make sense as a platoon option, except at this stage of his career he is
strictly an OF/DH*

  

*(Not so) Quick Tangent: The Tribe’s third base situation makes the Ryan Raburn extension
that much more puzzling. I still don’t understand why the Indians thought it was so necessary to
lock up a guy who is only one year removed from one of the worst seasons in MLB history (a
-1.5 WAR in just 66 games according to FanGraphs.). The issue is not so much the money they
committed to him as it is guaranteeing a roster spot to a backup outfielder when they already
have Drew Stubbs, a superior player due to his fielding and base running, under team control
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http://www.beyondtheboxscore.com/2013/9/12/4724536/brandon-moss-and-the-power-of-the-platoon
http://www.beyondtheboxscore.com/2013/9/12/4724536/brandon-moss-and-the-power-of-the-platoon
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/split.cgi?id=chiselo01&year=Career&t=b
http://mlb.mlb.com/news/article.jsp?ymd=20110125&content_id=16498630&vkey=news_cle&c_id=cle
http://espn.go.com/mlb/story/_/id/9547367/indians-sign-versatile-ryan-raburn-2-year-contract-extension
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for the next three years. And whom exactly were they bidding against? If a team wanted to offer
Raburn two years and $8 million, then they could have had him and the Tribe could move on to
the next 
NRI
. But instead, Raburn is all but guaranteed to occupy a roster spot that could have been put to
better use.

  

No, for a third base platoon to work in Cleveland, both halves of the platoon need to be
productive. The challenge for the Tribe enacting this platoon will be to find a third baseman that
can hit left-handed pitching, and it will be more challenging than one might think.

  

For one thing, the potential free agent options at third base are limited . Michael Young and
Kevin Youkilis would be good options if it were still 2008. Juan Uribe would seem to be a good
fit, but he has never
been especially good against lefties
and he struggled mightily in the two seasons prior to 2013, not to mention that the nouveau-rich
Dodgers are likely to give him a multi-year deal given the influence he holds in that clubhouse.

  

As far as free agent third basemen, the Tribe will likely be limited to non-roster invitees. The two
NRIs I would bring to spring training are Wilson Betemit  and Ryan Roberts .

  

Betemit had a lost season for the Orioles in 2013 due to a knee injury, but he’s typically been a
solid hitter when healthy. But despite being a switch hitter, Betemit has not fared well  against
lefties in his career, and he’s known as somewhat of a butcher at third base. But hey, that’s why
he’s a potential NRI.
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#Non-roster_players
http://www.spotrac.com/free-agents/mlb/3rd-base/
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/split.cgi?id=uribeju01&year=Career&t=b
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/split.cgi?id=uribeju01&year=Career&t=b
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/b/betemwi01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/r/roberry01.shtml
http://www.baseball-reference.com/players/split.cgi?id=betemwi01&year=Career&t=b
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As for Roberts, he too struggled in 2013 , getting designated for assignment by the Tampa BayRays in August. But he’s hit lefties pretty wellthroughout his career, and anyone who is the inspiration behind this shirtis well worth bringing to camp as an NRI.  As for the trade market, there are not many readily apparent options; a lot of teams are lookingfor a third baseman of their own. The one guy I would aggressively pursue is the MinnesotaTwins’ Trevor Plouffe . Plouffe is a guy who truly excels against lefties , making him anexcellent fit alongside Chisenhall. Now I have no idea if the Twins would be willing to move him,especially within the division, but if he can be had for a non-elite prospect or three, he would bewell worth it.  If the Indians choose to do nothing, third base will likely continue to be a problem in 2014, asrolling out Chisenhall and Aviles again in 2014 is a suboptimal solution. It will be interesting tosee whether the Indians’ front office can get creative and turn a problem position in 2013 into abright spot in 2014.  Jeremy Klein is an unabashed Cleveland Sports fan who likes the fact that this Wale lyric works as well now as it did in three years ago (except that Wale no longer raps for Interscope). Also,that is just a fantastic mixtapein general. You can follow him on Twitter @PapaBearJere.  Read More From Jeremy Klein:  Kyrie Irving and the Injury Prone Label  Asdrubal Cabrera: Why The Tribe Should Hold On To Asdurbal For 2014  MLB: Making the Argument for Clutch Performers
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http://hardballtalk.nbcsports.com/2013/08/15/rays-designate-ryan-roberts-for-assignment/
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